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THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE TASMANIAN 
POPPY INDUSTRY MET AT LEVEL 4, TOWN HALL, ST JOHN STREET, 
LAUNCESTON, ON TUESDAY, 5 MARCH 2013 
 
 
Mr ROHAN KILE, GLAXO SMITH KLINE, WAS CALLED, MADE THE STATUTORY 
DECLARATION AND WAS EXAMINED. 
 
CHAIR - Welcome, Rohan, representing GlaxoSmithKline.  We will be fairly informal and 

reasonably brief.  We have your submission.  I would just invite you to, if you would 
like, to make a short response to that or speak to that submission and then we will ask 
members whether they have any questions. 

 
Mr KILE - Thanks, Greg.  I really don't have a lot to add to the submission other than to say 

thank you for the opportunity to present today - 
 
CHAIR - You might have to speak up a little bit, thank you. 
 
Mr KILE - and to say that the contents of our submission remain largely unchanged, but 

more specifically the activity of importing straw is something that GSK are most unlikely 
to undertake given that our extraction facility is in Victoria, but we are certainly 
concerned as to the biosecurity risk that may be associated with that importation. 

 
CHAIR - Did you say it's something that you would be unlikely to undertake? 
 
Mr KILE - Most unlikely to undertake the importation of straw into Tasmania.  However, as 

was detailed in our submission we do agree that businesses need flexibility to meet their 
demand from customers and on that line we are not opposed to flexibility in the way that 
they do that, but the specific activity of importing straw into Tasmania is something we 
are most unlikely to undertake. 

 
CHAIR - Could you very briefly put it on the public record how your operations work here 

and the relationship with Victoria at the moment? 
 
Mr KILE - Yes, we are growing solely in Tasmania at this point in time.  Our crop is 

produced here.  We receive it in our facility at Latrobe.  That's where we undertake the 
primary separation of the capsule and the seed.  The seed portion of our crop is then 
cleaned up at Latrobe and sold into the world culinary market.  Essentially we are 
increasing the bulk density to make freight as cheap as possible so we are pelletising 
there.  We send it to Port Fairy in Victoria, which is our extraction facility where it 
undergoes further extraction. 

 
CHAIR - Is your company looking at importing, and you have in the past imported, small 

amounts of material?  Can you elaborate on that? 
 
Mr KILE - At this point in time I am not aware of any activities to import material into the 

country. 
 
CHAIR - You haven't?  GSK have not? 
 
Mr KILE - GSK have not.  We do, however, have different activities being undertaken at the 

moment looking at alternative supply of product for our factory at GSK Port Fairy given 
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the limitations of productivity we have had out of Tasmania in the recent history in that 
area. 

 
CHAIR - Are you conducting trials somewhere else at the moment? 
 
Mr KILE - We are looking to undertake trials.  We are not physically undertaking any trials 

at the moment but we have got proposals in those areas looking at different areas to grow 
this crop. 

 
CHAIR - In Victoria? 
 
Mr KILE - Yes.  In Victoria we have proposals with the government at this stage. 
 
CHAIR - Okay. 
 
Mr WILKINSON - Rohan, it seems to me that the nub of this whole issue is growers are 

disenchanted with TPI or certain personnel within TPI.  That is number one.  Number 
two, TPI are saying they can't get the product because nobody is willing to provide them 
with it.  That's the second part of the equation.  Third, growers are saying they won't deal 
with TPI because of the relationship they have had with them.  Is that your understanding 
of the issue? 

 
Mr KILE - I suppose three issues are all one issue as a whole.  I would certainly agree that 

their track record in Tasmania hasn't been one of building a foundation within the grower 
community and they are struggling to get repeat business with growers and get a regular 
supply out of Tasmania. 

 
Mr WILKINSON - But there is still, is there not, plenty of supply within Tasmania? 
 
Mr KILE - I believe so.  We concluded contracting last year and we closed the books 

essentially knocking people back who were still keen to grow poppies.  That was my 
understanding and in talking to those people, they weren't keen to grow poppies with 
TPI.  I think, and I am not expert on the way TPI run their business, but my impression is 
that they have probably underestimated the value of field service and that side of the role.  
The two established companies in Tasmania have certainly set a benchmark whereby 
growers have got an expectation that not only will there be a contract with a price on it 
that the company will stand by but there is also a level of service including getting the 
crop in the ground, getting it grown and harvested effectively that TPI haven't managed 
to come up to. 

 
Mr WILKINSON - Are you able to say how much oversupply - if I can call it that - was left 

after everything concluded on this last occasion? 
 
Mr KILE - It would be a rough guess, Jim, but the formal approaches that I had would have 

been in the order of 500 to 1 000 hectares.  I suggest the informal approaches to field 
officers once they knew that the books were closed would have been in excess of that; it 
could have been anywhere to 2 000 to 3 000 hectares. 

 
Mr WILKINSON - And one of the issues would seem to be also - I am trying to summarise 

the whole thought process - that the growers are saying governments have said, we want 
to drought-proof Tasmania, we will do what we can to get farmers to have proper 
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irrigation in place in order to allow the land to maximise its produce, and the growers 
are now saying, we've done that, we've invested in Tasmania and now government is 
allowing people to go offshore to get their produce.  That's produce in relation to 
poppies. 

 
Mr KILE - I can understand growers' frustration in that area.  I suppose our thought process 

and our method in looking at alternative geographies outside of Tasmania is not so much 
to replace the productivity here - we see Tasmania very much as the core of our 
business, we've been doing business here for 50 years.  This is the place where we know 
best to grow this product and we will continue to do that.  We are also very encouraged 
by the level of investment by growers and government in irrigation infrastructure and 
the surety of that water being there 95 years out of 100.  That underpins a lot of the 
security of the industry in Tasmania. 

 
 It means we can go and expand the area that we're growing in Tasmania with confidence 

that we will have some good ground with water available.  I suppose our logic in going 
and looking at alternative areas comes from our immediate history where we have 
struggled to produce the volume of alkaloid we've needed, and it's mainly been climatic 
events that have influenced that.  We've had a prolonged period of drought that went on 
for six years, and the last two or three years of that drought were really crucial in that we 
didn't get the productivity we were expecting. 

 
 The following year was one of the wettest years on record and particularly a wet January, 

in which we saw 40 per cent of our morphine crop disappear in two days along the 
north-west coast.  Those sorts of dramatic events that really punctuate the productivity 
year in, year out have caused an element of doubt within our customers at the other end, 
and they're saying, well, before that we were quite happy that Tasmania could produce a 
volume of alkaloid year in, year out without too much question.   

 
 But that has created some doubt and in order to - well, as recently as yesterday I had 

customers visiting Tasmania that were still going back to the summer two years ago, and 
they want to understand what we are doing, not only to make up the ground that we have 
lost, but also what we're doing to mitigate that supply risk.  And part of that supply risk 
is being able to say, well, we've not only got one source of supply in Tasmania, but we 
can supplement that with an alternative geography. 

 
 It's not about growing the crop that we can grow in Tasmania somewhere else and taking 

it elsewhere, it's about being able to essentially fortify the business we've got here and 
supplement it with an alternative geography that won't suffer the same climatic risk. 

 
Mr WILKINSON - I don't want to put words in their mouth, but just taking out of this 

morning what I could, it would seem that the growers aren't upset about that because 
they realise that there has got to be certainty of supply in order to have the market in the 
first place, and if there is not certainty of supply they might lose the complete market 
because you're unable to give that.  There does seem to be that concern though that if 
TPI go offshore to Turkey and get the product from there, that that might set more of a 
precedent that it has in the past, because in the past they realised why it has occurred, 
but in relation to this they say, look, there is still supply, it's only because of the way 
we've been treated that we find ourselves in this position. 
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Mr KILE - And I think that's the difference, in the fact that we have a good track record, or I 
hope we have a good track record of being able to do business in this state, and we will 
continue to do that.  We will continue to offer contracts to growers, not only annual 
contracts but longer-term contracts over three years, which gives growers some future 
confidence. 

 
 I think, in the case of TPI they are looking - my impression is that they are in a desperate 

situation where they haven't been able to secure the volume of supply because they 
haven't built that foundation with their grower base, and they're looking to supplement 
that by importing from other areas like Turkey. 

 
Mr WILKINSON - The governments would be saying we need three processors in 

Tasmania; if we have the processors here that creates the ability to downstream and that 
being the case we don't want to wave goodbye to TPI.  I would imagine that is what they 
are saying and understandably so. 

 
Mr KILE - Yes, I suppose on the surface that seems to be okay - three is better than two is 

better than one.  However, I believe that the industry has grown to the point of strength 
where it has because we have had two major companies in Tasmania - GlaxoSmithKline 
and Johnson&Johnson - that have funded the operation here but they have also funded 
research and development extensively over that period to produce a poppy that has 
probably twice the average productivity of that anywhere else in the world.  That's a very 
healthy dynamic.  I don't know that adding a third company will increase that 
competitiveness, or maintaining a third company for that very reason would increase that 
competitiveness.  We remain very strong competitors with Johnson&Johnson. 

 
 The impact that I have seen from TPI's activity in Tasmania in a global sense is that they 

have tarnished the reputation somewhat of the other two processors in the marketplace 
by not being able to supply and offering different reasons for that. 

 
Mr WILKINSON - Therefore the argument is: what does government do and what do 

people like us do?  Is it market forces just playing out or is there any way that 
governments and this committee can make recommendations that are going to be of 
assistance? 

 
Mr KILE - Fundamentally I think the role of government is not to support a business or any 

one business.  If the mechanism of the industry is broken, that is perhaps where the 
government has a role.  I firmly believe that this is a case of the market playing its way 
out.  TPI are responsible, as their own business, to maintain and foster relationships with 
their growers in order to build their supply out of Tasmania. 

 
Mr WILKINSON - You were just saying though that TPI probably has tarnished the image 

of poppies within Tasmania as a result of what has happened, so how can the 
government do that? 

 
Mr KILE - I suppose the government can reinforce the understanding that Tasmania is one 

of the major suppliers of this material in the world and that it has some very responsible 
businesses operating here.  I don't know that it's the government's job to advocate on 
behalf of TPI to maintain their presence here. 
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Mr WILKINSON - Therefore it seems to be a communication gap really, it would seem, 
between the actual growers for TPI and TPI; the growers being concerned because of the 
matters that I have mentioned and not wanting to grow for TPI because of the way they 
have been treated and TPI saying: Okay, if that's what you want we will get it from 
elsewhere. 

 
Mr KILE - It is more fundamental than a communication problem, Jim; it's a relationship 

problem or it's an on-the-ground problem whereby growers that have entrusted ground to 
TPI to grow a crop have been disappointed or let down in the fundamentals of growing 
that crop - getting crop in the ground, getting it managed while it's grown and getting it 
harvested in a timely period and then having remuneration for that crop come through in 
a forthright manner. 

 
Mr WILKINSON - Therefore it's an expertise matter, is that what you are saying? 
 
Mr KILE - I believe they have generally underestimated the field side of their business.  

They haven't got the expertise on the ground, they haven't actively sought to solve that 
problem, they have generally let people down outside of the gate which supplies them 
and that has left them in a position where they have to source material from essentially 
anywhere t they can. 

 
Mr WILKINSON - If you were in our position, what would your recommendation be? 
 
Mr KILE - I'm not sure I can answer that, Jim. 
 
Mr WILKINSON - You can't? 
 
CHAIR - That's our job. 
 
Mr KILE - I'm sure that at the end of your deliberations you will come up with something 

and I will look forward to seeing that. 
 
CHAIR - Very diplomatic of him. 
 
Mr WILKINSON - Yes.  You can, I suppose, wade around in the evidence that you have 

over a short period of time, as against that there are people who are expert in the area 
who have been living it for the last however many years and I'd be going to them to get 
advice as opposed to coming to people like me to listen to the evidence over a couple of 
days and say this is the best way out. 

 
Mr KILE - It goes back to our original submission.  We support flexibility for businesses to 

meet their business need.  That's fundamental to any business operating, whether it is in 
Tasmania or outside of Tasmania.  If you've got a problem where you need to meet 
supply and you are hitting a wall within Tasmania then you need flexibility to address 
that.   

  
 Going a bit deeper, I suppose you've got to understand the reasons why they are where 

they are, and fundamentally I believe it is the fact that they've underestimated the field 
side of their business that hasn't secured them the business here.  I know for a fact that 
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there is area out there if you can stump up a reasonable deal and a reasonable service to 
growers. 

 
CHAIR - Having said that, is there any need for them to be importing straw from Turkey? 
 
Mr KILE - I don't believe so. 
 
CHAIR - That's fundamental, that was going to be part of the question. 
 
Mr WILKINSON - That was going to be the end of the question. 
 
CHAIR - Well, we're just in a season of abundance, a really good harvest, and your 

production exceeds demand, which - has that occurred in the past?  I know that TA did 
one year, for example. 

 
Mr KILE - Yes, it varies within crop type for us.  Certainly for two of our crops we've 

exceeded our budgeted figures.  For the third part of our crop we're probably just under, 
but we're close to it. 

 
CHAIR - Right.  And your forward market projections are about what you're contracted for 

this year, is that what you're saying - roughly, or you don't know that, it's too much 
crystal-ball gazing? 

 
Mr KILE - I can say at this stage it will be a similar area to the area we grew this year.  

There is possibility of a 25 per cent upside on the area that we're looking for.  But there 
is a lot of water to go under the bridge before you decide that. 

 
CHAIR - Just remind me, is it not so - and I think it was only a few short years ago - that you 

may have had a very good harvest, and in fact you contracted for virtually very few 
hectares the following year, in fact you hardly grew anything at all. 

 
Mr KILE - Yes, that was a very dramatic change in the area that we contracted.  We were in 

a position where we had had three good years in a row.  Our stockpiles were 
approaching the 18-month point of continual supply.  That's the point that not only our 
financial people get nervous, but also you start to attract attention from the world 
regulators of this business.  We made a decision then as a company to dramatically 
reduce the amount of ground we contracted.  In hindsight that probably wasn't a great 
decision.  We have been building back ground since then, and that was 2006. 

 
 I can honestly say it's taken us six or seven years to regain most of that ground.  Given 

our time again I'm sure, Greg, we wouldn't make the same decision. 
 
CHAIR - Any further questions? 
 
Mr MULDER - I have a couple.  You mentioned the biosecurity risks of importing from 

Turkey.  Is that just importing from anywhere, or is it specifically from Turkey, and 
what particular biosecurity issues to you see? 

 
Mr KILE - It's not a specific Turkish issue.  I am not au fait with the biosecurity risk that 

might present from Turkey, but importing any agricultural material into Tasmania comes 
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with an inherent biosecurity risk.  The way I see it is that we've got an industry here now 
that is worth 100 to 120 million dollars at farm gate.  Anything that threatens that from a 
biosecurity point of view is a threat to the whole industry, not just those TPI growers 
that may be affected. 

 
Mr MULDER - What are the narcotics risks associated with what you're doing now, 

compared to when you started?  I think there is this mix of thebaine and similar things 
versus morphine.  What's the narcotic risk of what you're doing now, and how has that 
changed over the time? 

 
Mr KILE - The narcotic risk remains similar.  It was probably increased a bit when we 

started growing thebaine crop and that thebaine is acutely toxic to humans.  If anything 
we noticed a decline in the number of disturbances or the diversion of crop from our 
business because it was publicised that it is an acutely toxic substance. 

 
Mr MULDER - I thought it might have been because some of the people who were doing it 

were no longer with us. 
 
Mr KILE - That may well be the case too, Tony. 
 
Mr MULDER - The question was though - there is a narcotic risk which is about the 

diversion into the illicit market, and I would suggest that risk has declined with the shift 
to thebaine-based product. 

 
Mr KILE - Locally, I think you're right.  The thing that concerns me about growing in a less 

secure market such as Turkey is that there may be a greater risk of diversion from a 
source like that rather than being grown in a place like Tasmania that has got a very 
good reputation for security of industry. 

 
Mr MULDER - Basically at this stage you're getting your semi-processed product and taking 

it to Victoria, where you then do the processing there. 
 
Mr KILE - Yes, that's right, our extraction is all performed at Port Fairy in Victoria. 
 
Mr MULDER - At Port Fairy.  And how much is being grown in Victoria?  Anything at the 

moment apart from the trials? 
 
Mr KILE - No, nothing.  There are no trials in the ground at this stage, it's simply a proposal 

with government there. 
 
Mr MULDER - You stated quite clearly that you don't envisage ever importing into 

Tasmania; have you imported into Victoria from places other than Tasmania? 
 
Mr KILE - Not that I am aware of.  It may well have happened in the past in our business 

but I'm not aware that we've ever imported material. 
 
Mr MULDER - Can you envisage a time when you might do that, just as TPI are doing 

because you can't get enough growing in the ground? 
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Mr KILE - Certainly if we established an alternative geography for growing this crop, and it 
may be a Northern Hemisphere geography or it may be within Victoria or within another 
state of Australia, it's highly likely that we would import that material to Port Fairy to 
undertake extraction there. 

 
Mr MULDER - You really don't have any concerns, apart from the potential biosecurity or 

narcotic risks, of anyone, yourself included, if the time was right and the market was 
okay and the economics stacked up, to import from somewhere like Turkey? 

 
Mr KILE - I think that's right, yes.  I think the flexibility to meet your business demand is 

something - 
 
Mr MULDER - It's a question of supply and demand in the end, isn't it? 
 
Mr KILE - Yes, that's right, and GSK is a global business and we won't sit on our hands 

in … in our activities in Tasmania and call that a limit, but we will seek other 
opportunities where they lie. 

 
CHAIR - Rohan, just a further question.  I just had a side conversation with Jim and I had 

forgotten about that matter, and I think it might have been floated early in the piece 
when this matter was raised about TPI wanting to do what they're doing.  It was floated - 
and I've forgotten who did that - but it was talked about another entity, be it a GSK or be 
it or an agronomical company like Serve-Ag, actually contracting growing the crop for 
TPI and actually running that side of the operation and then getting the raw product into 
the factory and therefore giving them hopefully some certainty without having to go 
down this other course of importing poppy straw from Turkey, given that it would seem 
that the hectares were even available this year but they weren't taken up.  Have you got 
any comment on that? 

 
Mr KILE - I think given the relationship between TPI and our company specifically that 

would be a very unlikely scenario. 
 
CHAIR - Right. 
 
Mr KILE - Also, I further believe that the initial attempt at field service was undertaken by a 

third party to contract for TPI to secure a crop in Tasmania, and I believe that was 
relatively unsuccessful as well.  I think ARM was a subsidiary of Serve-Ag at the time.  
They were employed to contract ground on TPI's behalf and undertake field 
management activities.  That's as far as I know. 

 
CHAIR - That's as far as it went, yes, okay.  Other questions? 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - You were saying you're building back up from 2006 in contract area.  Do 

you see much further expansion?  I understand you're doing it elsewhere for security of 
resource, but is there room to grow or not?  Is it your plan to continue growing? 

 
Mr KILE - Yes, it is. 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - You can process more at Port Fairy? 
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Mr KILE - Yes.  We were encouraged by the irrigation development that's going on in the 
state.  We've certainly got our eye on those areas as areas to expand into, and we're very 
aware, I suppose, of maintaining or not overdoing that and putting too much pressure on 
the rotations in those areas.  We will do that sustainably.  We are investing significant 
amounts of money at Port Fairy at the moment to increase the capacity there to extract 
alkaloid.  It is our intention, and it's probably the easiest way for us as well to get 
product, to continue to maintain our business in Tasmania and expand that. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - Can I ask why you chose Port Fairy rather than doing it in Tasmania? 
 
Mr KILE - You can.  It's largely historical. When the industry was established and Stephen 

King was sent to Tasmania, or identified Tasmania as the best place in the world to grow 
poppies, at that time GSK had a dairy plant at Port Fairy, and that had swung into 
penicillin manufacture over the Second World War, and they had started to play around 
with alkaloid extraction at that stage, so one thing led to another.   

 
 I think if we had our time over again we wouldn't be that far apart.  That's not to say that 

we would have brought the whole thing to Tasmania.  I think having our processing in 
Victoria offers us a strategic advantage as well. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - Does it? 
 
Mr KILE - Well, it means that we are not importing material directly into Tasmania should 

we need to do that at some point.  It reduces again that biosecurity risk threatening the 
industry in Tasmania because we are extracting it outside of this area. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - Could you talk about sampling regimes for alkaloid content?  There was a 

bit of talk from witnesses this morning about some companies doing it better than others 
and that that might have been one of the problems with TPI that they didn't do their 
sampling particularly well. 

 
Mr KILE - I can't comment on their method to sample. 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - I suppose I'm asking what is your sampling method. 
 
Mr KILE - Our method is that every load that comes in from the field is sampled in a 

random - what's the word?  We randomly sample around that in a very thorough or very 
repeated process.  It involves getting a representative sample from that entire load 
because it can vary between tips from the harvester. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - I suppose that's the question.  Are you confident that you would be getting a 

representative sample - 
 
Mr KILE - We are and that process has evolved over the 40 years we have been growing 

commercial crops in Tasmania.  We also keep half of that sample back, which we make 
available to any grower who is querying their results and they can get an independent 
assessment on that to verify our results or otherwise. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - I understand that Tasmanian Alkaloids do the same thing but maybe TPI 

don't.  Do you have any knowledge of that? 
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Mr KILE - No, I don't have any direct knowledge of their sampling process.  I am a bit 
bewildered that their alkaloid results have come out within a couple of days knowing that 
it takes a bit longer to get some alkaloid numbers, but I really can't comment on their 
process or the validity of their results. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - Your seed quality - you have obviously spent a reasonable amount of 

money on R&D and improving [seed quality].  How has that developed over the years the 
alkaloid content of your poppy seeds, presumably because of the better quality of your 
seeds? 

 
Mr KILE - We have invested quite a significant amount of money over the years and it 

continues to be annually in the area of about 1.5 million dollars going into breeding and 
research work.  Realistically that's the thing that has kept us in the business.  It's because 
we are competitive locally with Tasmanian Alkaloids for area so we've got to provide a 
competitive return to the grower to secure ground.  It is also a productivity piece where 
we've got to be able to produce as much alkaloid per hectare as we can in Tasmania to 
remain competitive on the world market. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - Can I ask you about the east coast because there is obviously some growing 

being done and some growers who would like to grow poppies on the east coast but it 
seems as though Tasmanian Alkaloids and perhaps you yourselves are not interested in 
doing that.  Is there a reason for that? 

 
Mr KILE - Yes, there is.  We have been on the east coast before.  We haven't had good 

results out of there and it's primarily to do with that harvest time of the year.  In January, 
February and into March you can get easterly weather; it hangs moist a lot of the time on 
the east coast.  That does two things: it means you have grown a good crop there and you 
watch it virtually disappear in those sorts of weather conditions.  It will also tie up 
harvest machinery and field officers for a long period of time when we have found we 
can be working in other areas and getting a better result out of those areas.  I understand.  
I have spoken to east coast growers even recently but we made a business decision four 
or five years ago that we would cut our losses on the east coast and not go that far. 

 
CHAIR - Thank you, Rohan.  Anything else you would like to say? 
 
Mr KILE - No.  That's fine. 
 
CHAIR - Thank you very much for your evidence and we will report in due course. 
 
Mr KILE - I look forward to your deliberations and the findings thereafter. 
 
CHAIR - Thank you. 
 
CHAIR - Members, I have used the Chairman's discretion and I am allowing Mr George 

Mills, Mr Rob Bayles and Mr Michael Bayles, who are at the coalface of growers, to 
speak.  They are here at the moment.  If you would like to come forward, we have 
15 minutes.  We are running well ahead of time. 

 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW. 
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Mr GEORGE MILLS, Mr ROB BAYLES AND Mr MICHAEL BAYLES, POPPY 
GROWERS TASMANIA, WERE CALLED, MADE THE STATUTORY DECLARATION 
AND WERE EXAMINED.  
 
 
CHAIR - Thank you, gentlemen.  As you would have heard me say before, whilst you give 

this evidence you are covered by parliamentary privilege but anything you say outside 
may be interpreted in another manner. 

 
Mr Rob BAYLES - I will start off then Michael will talk about other issues that Bayles 

Brothers have had. 
 
 We are part of the reason why we are all here today - we were silly enough to sell him 

the ground to start with.  That happened about nine years ago when we were first 
approached and we thought it would be a good thing for Tasmania.  The dealings 
originally, yes, it was all good, he was a positive thinker on the positive side and he was 
out to work for the industry but a fair few things have changed.  One of the people to 
come with him to start with has since retired and the business has really gone downhill 
since then.  He was the senior partner who retired; he was one of nature's gentlemen and 
I still regard him as that and if he was still involved today the business would be 
completely different.  He realised you had to work with people and people worked with 
you and you could make a solid business from it.  I think that's one of the points that has 
been missed in where TPI is today, that they haven't done it.  That's about why people 
won't grow - they are sick of it. 

 
 Water monitoring or waste water out of the factory has been an issue for about the last 

four years since they have been processing at the factory.  A lot of growers have seen 
that running into the river and they see the standard of it.  Michael has a bottle there that 
he will show you when he talks; it's just not good enough.  We have reported it to EPA 
on a number of occasions and they have done nothing about it.  It just seems to say that 
it's acceptable for them to be able to pollute the river and this water that we are talking 
about is upstream of the Cressy-Longford drinking water. 

 
 The first four years that TPI was at the factory where they started processing, we 

supplied them with water because it was in the period of the drought and they had nil 
water extraction from the Macquarie River.  They've only got water now since they 
bought into the Macquarie southern irrigation scheme.  That four years of water that we 
supplied them we still have not been paid for.  Without us they would not have had 
water.   

 
 Rohan talked before about security of poppies in Tasmania.  I think it's fantastic what the 

government has done to roll out water development across Tasmania.  It's sad to think 
that here we are talking selling our farmers short on letting someone that can't operate 
within the state compete against the farmers after they have invested heavily into the 
water development the government has made available.  It's one of the few bright spots 
we've got in agriculture and here we are, we are going to be sold short again.  As time 
goes on and these irrigation schemes get up and running, the security of Tasmania, 
because of the diverse areas and climates that we grow across, I'm sure will be increased 
to make us a more sustainable state to grow poppies in.   
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 I believe there is still a lot of area out there that is untapped to grow poppies on, 
especially when you look at the midlands, the Woodbury area.  What's the midlands 
irrigation scheme going to do to the midlands area as far as growing poppies?  There are 
thousands of acres there that are suitable; they have grown good poppies in the 
Woodbury area in the last few years.  Water is the limiting thing and that's going to make 
that area sustainable now, the same as a lot of other areas, and even further south of 
there.   

 
CHAIR - Thanks.  Michael. 
 
Mr Michael BAYLES - The history is yes, we sold them the land, and I just want to talk 

about his unmately manner in the area.  The first four years we were just friends; he used 
to come to us for barbecues.  We used to help them establish, if they wanted machinery 
or such, and it's just - 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - But they didn't actually pay you for the water, even in those first four years. 
 
Mr Michael BAYLES - Well, some of the machinery was hired, but there was a fair bit of 

work that did up there that was at mates' rates.  The land was sold to them.  There was a 
shed there that wasn't in the sale.  We had two years to remove it.  The reason it never 
got moved inside the two years was that Australian Garlic Producers were leasing it off 
us.  When we sold the land we said to Joe, 'Well, you may as well collect the rent', 
whether they did or not.  The two years passed, Australian Garlic Producers were still 
there.  We were never notified that they were leaving, but after they left two accountants 
from Melbourne came down:  'What's the go with the shed?  Well, it wasn't in the sale 
contract, that's past, we'll have that.'  So they have claimed our shed.  To me, you just 
don't do that to neighbours.  If it was a problem getting towards the end of the two years, 
why didn't he say something? 

 
 The dirty water issue - Rob touched on that.  But the dirty water we're talking about is 

that is 10 a.m., 19/5/12 going into the Macquarie River.  We have Cressy, Longford, 
Hadspen, Prospect.  I have been onto Esk Water; they can't find any evidence of that in 
water taken out of the river, which is fair enough, there is too much water in there.  EPA 
you wouldn't think to be so uninterested.  As far as I know they have only prosecuted 
TPI once, $650.  Since I'd say November I haven't reported, so I think this problem may 
be improving. 

 
Mr WILKINSON - Have you had the water tested yourself? 
 
Mr Michael BAYLES - Yes, we have. 
 
Mr WILKINSON - And what happened with that testing?  What were the results? 
 
Mr Michael BAYLES - Well, just the colour of it is reason enough not to put it in the water, 

but I would have to go back and refer to - I could supply tests. 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - Toxic material or not? 
 
Mr Michael BAYLES - We have been advised that there was alkaloids and morphine in it, 

which they won't test for.  They haven't taken the top off it yet. 
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Mr Rob BAYLES - It is not suitable for young animals; that was part of one test that came 

back.  All the other levels were high.  But that was one report:  it was not suitable for 
young animals.  And yet that has happened, that he has kept on being allowed to put that 
in the river.  They dump it in of a Friday night after everyone has knocked off.  If we 
report it of a weekend to EPA on a Saturday, usually someone will ring back Sunday, 
and they get there Tuesday, it has stopped running in the river.  He is just filling his 
reservoir for next week. 

 
CHAIR - Gentlemen, we are just straying into an area which is a bit outside the terms of 

reference at the moment.  The terms of reference are that basically we talk about the 
importation of straw. 

 
Mr Michael BAYLES - Yes, we know it is outside the recommendation of the committee, 

but they are probably things that the committee need to know about his local treatment 
of areas.   

 
 The last comment I wrote down here is a question for the committee:  there are few TPI 

crops grown within a 10-kilometre radius.  Probably the inquiry needs to ask why.  We 
all used to grow for him and we don't now. 

 
CHAIR - Thanks, Michael.   
 
Mr Rob BAYLES - You touched on, Greg, the dirty water, it's a biosecurity thing.  What's 

going to come in our Turkey poppy straw if it goes in the river?  Or what chemicals are 
going to be allowed to be used in Turkey, and then, through the extraction process the 
wastewater goes into our river.  The original building application plan that went into the 
council was that there would be no wastewater coming out of that factory, and any 
heavy solids out of the wastewater would be taken to the Launceston tip.  And there's a 
continuous supply of water still coming out of the factory. 

 
CHAIR - That is a question we will probably ask the department when we get down to it. 
 
Mr Rob BAYLES - I just wanted to make you aware of it. 
 
CHAIR - Thank you.  George. 
 
Mr MILLS - As a grower in the area, we are totally opposed to the importation of the 

Turkish material, obviously for the first reason of the biosecurity risk, which I don't 
believe can ever be satisfied and certainly not with the factory equipment that they have.  
There is no proper dust extraction visible, there is no cyclonic dust extraction, there is the 
security of container loads on the very narrow road that are likely to end up in an 
accident and be spilled all across the countryside.  There is no way of solving that risk so 
that's the first thing. 

 
 The reason why, it has to be asked, there aren't growers growing: when they first started 

we very enthusiastically took on the crop with that company so we reduced contracts 
with the other companies to take them on, and I can tell you the first year my concern 
with TPI was knowing the research that had been done by the other companies into 
building up poppy varieties that yielded and had increased yields over the 20 years.  My 
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first question to them was: where have you done your breeding and variety trials so that 
we know that we are growing poppies that will yield well?  Their final response to me 
was, after considerable prevarication, that they got the seed from a bakery. 

 
 Okay, so in good faith the first year we grew and the yield was, compared to growing for 

other companies, abysmal, the harvesting program was awful, the equipment was terrible 
and so the second year we grew again but paid particular attention.  I grew an identical 
crop of poppies that was fed nutritionally, was sprayed for weed control and was watered 
exactly the same as the TPI crop; they were on similar soil, side by side of each other.  
The net return from the TPI crop was $1 600 a hectare, the other crop was $5 000 a 
hectare.  Bear in mind that it costs $2 000 plus a hectare to grow one of these crops so I 
lost a considerable amount of money again - that's in year two. 

 
 I pointed this out to the field officer and asked to have talks with the company for the 

following year.  They made all sorts of reasons that they had fixed up all the harvesting 
for the following year, which they hadn't, and sureties, so I asked them if they would like 
to lease the land from me for the third year.  We would do the work as instructed by 
them and they could prove to us and to the district that they could grow a crop by leasing 
the land and conducting the farming activities on it, and show to everyone that they 
could grow a crop as well as anyone else, the other companies.  They refused to do that; 
they would only again contract me so, obviously, having two years of losses with them I 
refused. 

 
 Subsequently they showed me the performance in the third year.  One field officer 

showed me the performance of the 30 properties that he grew poppies with that he was 
instructed to monitor, and all of those crops ranged between $1 200 and $1 900 a hectare, 
somewhere in that range; I think the results for one was even lower, but there was one 
specific result that showed return of $6 000 a hectare.  Just one.  I did ask him what area 
it was and it was 7 hectares and that was supposedly the figure that they used to argue 
that they could grow crops as well as any of the other companies in Tasmania with that 
result.  Yet the other 29 were all showing between $1 200 and $1 900 a hectare return.  I 
would just wonder how that figure could be arrived at with that one specific crop.   

 
 I will leave it with you to ponder that but, quite frankly, we are very disappointed as 

growers not to be able to supply this company.  We simply can't afford to because we 
can't keep losing money.  The answer for the company is:  there would be the hectares 
that they probably require in Tasmania, all they have to do is to be able to do their 
research and development to prove that they can grow crops that are economic to grow.  
We can't keep carrying the financial loss for that company.   

 
 The answer to bring poppy straw in from international sources, apart from the 

biosecurity, is wrong.  We take all of the risk if that occurs.  We take both the financial 
risk that we are not growing the poppies here and we take the biosecurity risk.  What 
happens to TPI's plant if a disease spreads?  They keep bringing poppies in.  What 
happens to us?  We are out of business.  It is not fair to allow that sort of importation 
because they can't grow the poppies here economically.  We take all the risk as growers 
and we have all of the responsibility to ensure that biosecurity is carried out to the point 
that we have a clean reputation in this state.  We cannot afford to have poppies imported, 
certainly for the reason that they can't grow them economically here.  Thank you. 
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CHAIR - Thank you, George.  Questions from members. 
 
Mr MULDER - I think we have heard the other companies have not ruled out not doing the 

same thing.  Would you have objections if one of the other processors decided that they 
needed to supplement their supply, even on a one-off basis, by importing? 

 
Mr MILLS - If the one-off basis was because there was a complete crop failure in the state, 

that they couldn't produce the product, the question has to be asked, it would have to 
have been a weather-related event.  Again, the biosecurity - we lose money, we've lost 
the crops; well, maybe they have to lose the money as well.  Again, do we risk for the 
one-off to bring in disease into this state that prevents us from growing poppies again 
properly or having our costs increased substantially because we bring in a pest, bacteria 
or something that is not known and then affects our crops in this state?  Is that a fair risk?   

 
 We have our crops devastated because of the weather and you say the company can't 

keep up its contracts, but as farmers we can't keep up our contracts either. 
 
Mr MULDER - But my question was:  if one of the other companies decided to import, 

would you have the same concerns or is it targeted towards TPI and their practices? 
 
Mr MILLS - Absolutely, and probably the reason they have expounded is that they would be 

only probably bringing it in [because] there was a crop failure and they couldn't meet 
their contracts.  Well, we are in the same position. 

 
Mr MULDER - That's not quite right.  One of the companies is actually conducting trials in 

New Zealand with a view to using that as a backup in the event that there will no doubt 
be some product coming out of there into Tasmania from New Zealand. 

 
Mr MILLS - The biosecurity risk from New Zealand to Australia I imagine would be 

different than from Turkey to Australia.  It may be possible.  We certainly know there is 
a biosecurity risk with apples - apples aren't poppies but there may be a problem there.  
That's something that science has to decide. 

 
Mr MULDER - That is my issue.  We can't quite quantify what the biosecurity risk is.  It is 

lurking somewhere like some spectre.  I think that before we even talk about importing 
from Victoria or New Zealand or from Macquarie Island or anywhere, it actually does 
need an assessment of what that risk is, to see whether it can be managed.  Would you 
concede with that?   

 
Mr MILLS - No. 
 
Mr MULDER - Or do we just put up the barriers and say we don't import anything here? 
 
Mr MILLS - I would suggest that the people who alter the biosecurity rules to allow that in, 

if they would like to put their livelihoods on the line, and if there is an event that has 
caused a problem with disease or a pest, that their life is put on the line as well, that their 
livelihood is. 

 
Mr MULDER - That's about spreading the risk.  What you're talking about is preventing the 

risk by not allowing us to import anything because there is a risk. 
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Mr MILLS - Absolutely, unless that risk can be quantified that it doesn't exist. 
 
Mr MULDER - That's my point:  that hasn't been done with this yet.  But maybe a full AQIS 

investigation as to the biosecurity issues would actually say, well, these are the risks of 
pests or diseases from Turkish straw, so perhaps if it is treated in this way it should then 
come into the country. 

 
Mr MILLS - Well, when we travel, and if we say we have dirt on our boots, etcetera, then 

that is not considered satisfactory to bring into this country.  If we have been on other 
farms it has to be cleaned, etcetera.  If the poppy straw was put to the same scrutiny as 
travellers are, perhaps it is possible.  But I don't think that it is possible that you could 
bring vegetative material into this country and not have those issues which are 
considered issues by our border protection at this time. 

 
CHAIR - Any further questions? 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - Just a follow-up to that.  I was going to ask George - because it has 

happened already before, a couple of times there have been small amounts because of 
resource need, because contracts couldn't be met, we know.  Do you think it depends 
partly on the level of pre-processing?  At what stage the poppy straw is, whether it has 
already been part-processed, or whether it's - what was the other - the powder that 
already came in?  It comes in different stages you can bring it in. 

 
Mr MILLS - Well, I am not enough of a chemist to know whether it's pelletised - how far 

down that process chain you would have to go to ensure there wasn't a biosecurity risk, I 
am not aware.  But certainly bringing in vegetative material that will still have dirt and 
probably other seeds - you can't harvest poppies in Tasmania without having some 
contamination of other seeds, so I don't know how you can harvest them anywhere else 
without having that contamination. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - Thank you. 
 
CHAIR - Thank you, gentlemen, for that impromptu performance.  Thank you very much, 

very useful for the committee.   
 
 
THE WITNESSES WITHDREW. 
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Mr KIM EVANS, SECRETARY, DPIPWE, Mr MARK KELLEHER, SECRETARY, 
DED, AND Mr LLOYD KLUMPP, GENERAL MANAGER, BIOSECURITY AND 
PRODUCT INTEGRITY, DPIPWE, WERE CALLED, MADE THE STATUTORY 
DECLARATION AND WERE EXAMINED. 
 
 
CHAIR - Thank you, gentlemen, and obviously you have given evidence before a 

parliamentary committee several times so you know the rules. 
 
 Kim, are you going to lead off? 
 
Mr EVANS - I am happy to lead off.  I introduce on my right Lloyd Klumpp.  It is his first 

time because he only just recently arrived, in the last year or so, from Victoria.  Lloyd is 
the general manager of the Biosecurity and Product Integrity Division within my 
department.  Lloyd is responsible for the biosecurity issues.  I have noted already that 
biosecurity is an issue that you will want to discuss and I thought it best to have the 
expert here with us. 

 
 You have received the submission from the state government.  I highlight that it is a 

whole-of-government submission and covers all of the issues that we wanted to talk 
about today.  I won't go through the submission in any great detail because I will assume 
that you have had the opportunity to look at it, but you will note it provides an overview 
of the industry, briefly, and an overview of the regulatory framework governing this 
industry including the international, commonwealth and state aspects to that regulatory 
framework.   

 
 We talk about the current issues facing the Tasmanian poppy industry.  We describe in 

the submission work that is underway to develop an industry development framework.  
That work is being led by the Department of Economic Development and Mark 
specifically wanted to touch on that as part of the introductory comments because I think 
that's the important point in terms of setting the context for the work we are doing both in 
the longer term, but it's a context around the government's decision to allow for the 
importation of straw from Turkey with regard to TPI. 

 
 A lot of our submission does concentrate on TPI's application and outlines the decision 

making process that led to the Minister for Health's decision to agree to the importation 
of 2 000 tonnes of poppy straw from Turkey.  It describes the reasons why she arrived at 
that decision, including the fact that she did consult more broadly with other relevant 
ministers - the Minister for Primary Industries, the Minister for Economic Development 
and the Attorney - because it does have, obviously, whole-of-government implications. 

 
 I would note that the decision by the minister is conditional upon the applicant getting the 

relevant permits from both the federal government with respect to the regulatory 
environment around importation into the country, but specifically also around biosecurity 
from Biosecurity Australia and also being able to get the relevant state agreements in 
terms of biosecurity. 

 
CHAIR - Has the Department of Health, which is a player in this, given approval as yet? 
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Mr EVANS - When the licence was issued to TPI - their licence was issued late last year - at 
that point they had not applied to import.  They applied to Health I think about 
16 January or thereabouts for the importation that will require the Department of Health 
to work through that application and potentially vary their licence but before they do that 
they need to get the commonwealth government approvals and before they import they 
would need to have the relevant biosecurity approvals from both the federal government 
and through own state biosecurity system. 

 
CHAIR - To get that straight, they have to have commonwealth approval first before our 

own state Department of Health?  It's a bit confusing. 
 
Mr EVANS - I'm speaking a little here on behalf of the health department and it's my 

understanding that they are working their way through their application but it will be 
conditional upon the agreement from the commonwealth. 

 
CHAIR - I didn't mean to interrupt your flow there but is there a time frame for that process 

at this stage?  Can you give the committee any indication of when those processes may 
or whether the approvals may or may not be given?  Given that, as I understand it, the 
Turkish poppy harvest is of course in June, July, in their summer of 2013. 

 
Mr EVANS - I can't give you a specific time frame on that but from Health's perspective or 

from the commonwealth government's perspective I do know with respect to the 
biosecurity risks, for example, TPI have had discussions last year with the Biosecurity 
Australia organisation but I don't know that they have advanced to the point where an 
import risk assessment is yet underway.  I do know as a fact that they have had 
discussions with our relevant biosecurity staff and that we have made clear to them the 
sort of process that they would need to go through in order to get approval through the 
state's import risk assessment but that hasn't yet commenced and will take some time. 

 
CHAIR - Thank you. 
 
Mr EVANS - That gives you a bit of an overview of our submission and it's probably most 

appropriate that we move straight into questions, but I would suggest that it would be 
good to have Mark Kelleher just give an overview of the industry development work that 
we are doing with the growers and the processors. 

 
CHAIR - Thanks, Mark. 
 
Mr KELLEHER - I won't say any more about the submission; as Kim has said, I'm happy to 

take questions on aspects relevant to my department. 
 
 The broader context I suppose that surrounded the decision-making on this is around 

growing Tasmania's economy.  In the Tasmanian Economic Development Plan a number 
of priority sectors were identified, back when that was released, in August 2011 and in 
amongst those sectors food, agriculture and aquaculture were particularly identified as 
areas of competitive advantage for Tasmania.  A process has been unfolding since then 
of working through with industry how to put the enabling elements in place for the full 
potential of these sectors to be achieved over time. 
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 In the first year Kim, I and the department worked very closely on these things; we have 
a joint steering committee that is about working together collaboratively on the same 
priority areas and in particular for the first year or so the dairy and salmon sectors have 
been very much key areas of focus.  They have resulted in very significant outcomes, as 
you would be well aware of, in relation to the dairy growth and also in relation to the 
salmon sector with Macquarie Harbour and other strengthening of the productivity 
elements in the Huon. 

 
 We believe the government's role, whilst it was a continuing role, that probably the 

support arrangements that have gone into both of those sectors have [resulted in] the big 
gains that have been made and the industry is well positioned now to keep progressing 
those, and our attention has turned to the next set of key opportunities, of which the 
poppy industry is one.  Berries is another one, the wine sector is another one.  They're 
probably our three priorities at the moment. 

 
 Poppies has been a very interesting - and I would have to say challenging - one to work 

through.  Whilst there were certainly some different aspects, the model we saw of 
government playing a role to facilitate underlying competitive tensions into a more 
collaborative arrangement, has worked very well, particularly in the salmon sector, and 
it was that style of thinking that had us playing a facilitation role with the poppy 
industry.  Whilst in the salmon industry the tensions were between players horizontally, 
between the three competing producers, in the poppy industry it's more vertical.  The 
tension is between the growers and the processors. 

 
 We have been running a series of workshops to try to build a win-win strategic plan, a 

strategy, between the growers and the processors.  That process has flushed out, where 
there are things that are commonly sought, and those things where it's more about 
perceptions of 'it's us or you' has got to play out.  The growers, we can certainly 
understand, have been very anxious about any suggestion of poppies being grown 
anywhere else for use by the processors.  We can understand that, and that seems at first 
glance to be a sensible thing from the growers' point of view. 

 
 But what emerged, and which I think has been very compelling from my perspective in 

understanding this, is that the processors have identified - and they indeed compete, but 
this is in the realm of common objectives - that there is a very, very significant growing 
international market for the production of the licit poppies and the outcomes from there, 
very significant growth, I suppose not only in the Asian area as the wealth levels go up 
there is a demand there, but generally the use of the products [is increasing]. 

 
 That, they saw, provided a good opportunity for growing the Tasmanian market, and 

they have put forward a proposal that they would, in aggregate, invest another 
$100 million in the state.  You would have heard this from them, I'm sure, this morning 
or early this afternoon when they were here, overall doubling the value of the production 
here.  However, - 

 
Mr WILKINSON - Can I ask who is investing that please? 
 
Mr KELLEHER - The three companies in aggregate.  As part of our strategic sessions they 

have put forward in aggregate - if we can get agreement to some of the things we need - 
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our plan is to invest $100 million additionally into the industry, and roughly double the 
size. 

 
CHAIR - Over what period of time? 
 
Mr KELLEHER - I think the scenario was over a five to seven-year period.  But there is a 

'but'. 
 
CHAIR - Can you quantify the amounts of each of those companies? 
 
Mr KELLEHER - I don't think it has got down to the stage of them writing on a piece of 

paper, we commit this number.  It's saying basically that overall, if we can work together 
on this pathway we will - as part of the deal, if you like - see that sort of investment. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - And what was it they wanted in return? 
 
Mr KELLEHER - That's where the rub comes.  They're saying that in order for their 

shareholders to commit that investment, the shareholders need their customers 
underpinning, underwriting contractual arrangements.   

 
 All of that flowed back through a concern - more than a concern, a requirement - that 

they would not be able to have such a concentration of single location.  I don't mean a 
location of north-west versus south, they are saying Tasmania in the scheme of things, it 
is a fairly small location and an aggregate subject I suppose to the seasonal risk, so one of 
the most important things for these customers ultimately - big customers, these major 
pharmaceutical [companies] - is the reliability of supply.   

 
 They have said, in order to underpin that additional commitment and additional 

production level that would have to be underwritten by customer arrangements, that they 
would need to address the risk of not being able to meet those customer commitments.  
There would be a suite of tools to enable that to happen so that one could consider, for 
example, pursuing higher inventory levels.  That itself is quite an issue with the 
international arrangements I think, to be holding levels like that but it may be possible to 
have some elements of that, but there was a cost of holding an inventory and who is 
going to pay for that and it won't be the whole answer anyway.   

 
 One of the critical ingredients to underpinning the investment then was to have the 

flexibility, when needed, to meet their customer commitments via importing an amount.  
In the discussions we have had, they were prepared to talk about a cap for what that 
might mean - a range of around 20 per cent was talked about.   

 
 In simplified terms, if there is an agreement that when they need it there is an ability to 

import up to 20 per cent of their production needs, they are looking to invest 
$100 million and double the size of the cake.  That's basically where we've got to at the 
moment.  That picture is still - we are working carefully along that.  The growers haven't 
yet agreed to that and there are other issues in amongst all this but I think these are the 
ones most pertinent.   

 
 There are other things about sharing R&D and helping productivity levels and how that 

would be shared.  As part of the arrangements, the processors also offered to provide 
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greater reliability to the growers by having contracted volumes and prices for certain 
proportions.  I think it was up to 80 per cent that was talked about, to really help address 
some of the growers' concerns about volatility of demand and pricing.   

 
 I believe there is a picture emerging of a significant win-win here for growing the 

industry.  It's a very important industry to Tasmania - 1 200 jobs roughly, like that.  It 
might not work exactly pro rata but if you doubled that, another 1 200 jobs.  The overall 
difference between Tasmania's unemployment rate and the national average equates to 
about 3 500 jobs; there is a third of it just in the poppy industry if we can get after that.  
It's very important there.   

 
 It's also a very important cash-flow crop for farmers and I understand also important in 

those rotation arrangements that occur.  We were working away on this.  It has got to be 
taken, obviously, given the passions and very strongly held views from the different 
stakeholders about this.  We are not rushing this but, notwithstanding that, we will need 
to have come to a view within probably the next 12 months or the investors and 
processors will ultimately need to expand processing capacity, somewhere.  If it's not 
going to be here because of these constraints, it will be somewhere else and that's the 
hidden major risk here: the world will not stand still; it will either go forward or it will go 
backward.  There has been no indication - in fact, the opposite - there is no intent from 
the processors to move out of Tasmania but you can see that in such a growth market for 
the future, if new investment is going in other places then just by implication the 
Tasmanian fantastic position we have at the moment of such a major proportion of the 
world's production will be diluted over time and we will lose our position.  It's a 
counterintuitive thing, this: in order to continue to strengthen Tasmania's position, we are 
looking at a situation where we need to accept some import flexibility. 

 
Mr WILKINSON - Mark, I agree with all you say; it seems it is an industry that's going to 

improve.  I have done a bit of reading on it and if you look into a crystal ball it has 
obviously a real chance for improving.  The major evidence that we've had to date has 
been on the basis that with Tasmanian Alkaloids there is no problem, the growers are 
happy with Tasmanian Alkaloids; the growers are happy with GlaxoSmithKline, 
everything is going well with those two companies and really cutting to the chase, it's 
TPI that they have problems with because of the way they believe they've been dealt with 
by TPI.  They believe that there is an ability for more supply out there but TPI, for 
whatever reason, can't get the suppliers and it is argued they can't get the suppliers 
because of the way they have looked after the growers.  From what we have had to date, 
but we haven't spoken to TPI and you've got to get both sides of the coin, they have said 
they have been treated shabbily.  Their concern is, if that's the case they are still 
supporting to[? 3.17.19] supply; TPI, because of the way they are dealing with the 
growers, won't have anybody growing for them and therefore they will sit back and get 
product from Turkey as opposed to Tasmania first.  No doubt you have heard that 
problem as well. 

 
Mr KELLEHER - Indeed.  Certainly the broad picture is consistent with what I understand.  

It seems, for whatever reason, to be that the relationships they have with TPI are not as 
good as with the other companies.  On the path that we were on with this workshop we 
are talking about import only being considered once the overall picture of the win-win 
emerged.  In the middle of that, unfortunately, due to the specific circumstances of the 
company an early example came up.  It would have been much better to have had that 
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come up as part of the general response that would ultimately, we would hope, be agreed 
on and all parties understand it is a win-win outcome.  Basically, whatever the 
circumstances were, it appeared that there was an immediate issue and hence we - I guess 
the broader we - then, in order to ensure that the overall pathway remains to occur, need 
the companies to be viable and three is better than two - 

 
Mr WILKINSON - Understand that. 
 
Mr KELLEHER - to ensure competitive tension and those sorts of things.  We basically saw 

them - well, let's make it very clear that this is a once-only position - not that it would be 
once only, it would never happen - but that this import outside of the broader industry 
agreement strategy is a once-off just to keep Humpty Dumpty together, basically, whilst 
all that - 

 
Mr WILKINSON - The growers are saying too - to finish off that line of questioning - that 

they understand that for flexibility and for supply it may - there are trials in Victoria they 
also understand there are trials in New Zealand.  It doesn't seem to me they have a real 
objection to that - 

 
Mr KELLEHER - That has emerged more recently I think.  Earlier in our path there was a 

strong view that [there should be] no import from anywhere but as the conversations 
have gone on we are making progress with aligning the views.  It has been unfortunate 
that until that has fully gone into place and all those arrangements are fully shared, this 
situation emerged and why it was then important for that to be seen not as 'Let that go 
now, that can happen every year', that this was very specifically identified as a one-off 
arrangement to deal with the specific circumstances right now. 

 
CHAIR - On this one-off matter and obviously you have had these discussions, if I go back 

and repeat something that I said before, this is the redacted letter which went from Peter 
Patmore to the Attorney-General, Mr Brian Wightman.  In that he says TPI has made it 
quite clear that this is not a one-off request, and then it goes on. 

 
 Would you like to elaborate on that at all? 
 
Mr KELLEHER - Sure.  TPI can have a view like that but on behalf of the government, the 

government's view was that this would only be a one-off and if I could find a way for TPI 
to have that view, further ones though would then have to be part of the industry strategy 
arrangement that we would continue working on and hope to bring to fruition in the 
coming months.  As Mr Wilkinson has indicated, there has been certainly a very 
significant shift in the growers generally towards understanding that. 

 
CHAIR - Would it also not be your view that given the Macquarie Franklin-DPIPWE 

position paper which was released on Friday, which clearly indicated that there are a lot 
more hectares available in the state, particularly with the rollout of the new irrigation 
schemes, has this been taken into account with this request, that there may well be, or 
there should be, enough hectares available on a sustainable rotational basis without 
having to import this poppy straw? 

 
Mr KELLEHER - If you are asking me about the broader strategy then, yes, that has been 

taken into account.  It is not a matter of Tasmania's ability to produce that is constrained, 
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it's around the risk of concentration of the scale of the production commitment that's the 
issue.  If the question is around TPI-specific circumstances, I probably couldn't answer 
that. 

 
Mr EVANS - To add to that, certainly with respect to TPI's one-off application, that doesn't 

fit with the broader strategy that we are trying to develop.  We have made it clear to TPI 
in terms of their one-off application that it is just that and that they should do all that they 
can to secure local, longer-term contracts.  You talk about the letter that the PACB have 
signed; TPI have made it clear in front of the growers and in front of the other processing 
companies, as part of the planning sessions that we have been having, that this is a 
one-off.  They have made it clear that it's not a long-term arrangement and certainly the 
ministers who have been told that intend to hold them to that commitment. 

 
Mr WILKINSON - Kim, I hear what you say and I think it's terrific to have an industry like 

this and we are in the box seat hopefully to grab it by the scruff of the neck and move 
with it.  What would happen if TPI find themselves in the same position next year?  
People don't want to grow for them because of their relationship with the growers, and I 
am only saying this after listening to one.  I hope you can understand that.  Therefore 
they want another one-off next year because they haven't got the product.  I can see that 
maybe being a problem.  Governments sometimes say let the markets decide.  People like 
us move over and just let it decide but if we can do everything that's needed in order to 
try and keep everything within Tassie and maybe within Victoria and maybe within New 
South Wales, New Zealand, but every now and then probably there will be a need 
because of the climate, what do we do with that, because it seems to me that somebody 
has got to get into the company and say this has got to be fixed, this has got to be fixed 
and this has got to be fixed.  I am trying to cut it short by coming to the point straight 
away but that's the evidence we have. 

 
Mr EVANS - We can only comment on the commitment or the decision taken by the 

government at the moment.  It was a lengthy deliberation, I can say, by various ministers 
in arriving at the decision to allow a one-off.  They made it clear at the time that it was a 
one-off and I can't speculate what might happen beyond here other than to say, as Mark 
has pointed out, our goal is to get in place an industry development plan, for want of a 
better term, which is signed off by the growers and the companies which provides a basis 
for investment to be secured in Tasmania in processing.   

 
 That's the best way we see that we can secure a long-term position for our growers and 

certainly the companies have all said their preference is to buy locally - they've got 
relationships, they have quality.  If they've got their processing infrastructure in 
Tasmania then it makes economic sense and so we are doing all we can to attract the 
investment here, secure the future of the processing capacity in Tasmania and hence the 
future of our growers as a consequence.   

 
 As Mark said, it is a little bit, in some respects, odd that you would be saying allow 

imports to secure our own industry but the tensions in the industry at the moment are 
such that we believe very clearly that that's the way we need to go in order to ensure we 
have a long-term industry and that we get the most of the increasing market opportunities 
that are happening internationally as well, that we get the lion's share of the growth. 
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Mr WILKINSON - Is there an ability to get the growers and processor into a locked room to 
sort the problem out?  Because my understanding is again that the growers have 
endeavoured to communicate with the processor but that's not happening.  I know it's 
micro-managing it a bit but that's what the evidence is we have got. 

 
Mr EVANS - We can't interfere but I'm going to try to facilitate, we are trying to play some 

role to help that but I'd perhaps suggest these two issues are quite [separate], there are 
three issues really.  There is the broader industry growth strategy that I think I can tell 
you is fully understood; there is the one-off request from TPI to import; and the third 
issue is an ongoing friction between this particular processor and its growers, and I think 
it's probably important to understand that they are three different issues. 

 
Mr WILKINSON - Yes, I understand that.  If the last issue were sorted it would sort the 

problem out I think. 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - You are right - from the evidence we have heard today and the submissions 

we have had we understand that for resource security you need to have some kind of a 
backup plan and I don't think most of the growers and other stakeholders appear to 
understand that.  Not everybody is happy with it and mostly the people who are not 
happy with that are worried about biosecurity so it would be really nice if we could have 
that addressed in a minute, too.   

 
 Although those three things you say are not necessarily linked or might be kept separate, 

I think the second and third one you've mentioned are in fact linked because we have 
allowed, as a state, imports before - twice in 1990 and 1995 I think, small amounts, for 
specific reasons because there was a climatic reason for doing that or a weather-related 
reason, crop failures from drought or whatever.  I don't think that there was the kind of 
concern at that time about that as there is now because people could understand if you 
have a failed crop then you need to do something to keep the resource going and this is 
doing it in Victoria, or wherever there is a long-term strategy to address that. 

 
 But what we seem to have heard today is that there is concern because this one-off 

doesn't appear to be for a climatic reason and that there is some reason why this 
particular company, at this time, is unable to - well, wants to import.  We have not 
heard - and you may know that, because I certainly don't at this stage know - what the 
reason is that they want to import.  And if it's because they're not a good company, that 
our growers are having difficulties with this company and therefore won't contract with 
them, they're saying, 'No, we won't grow for you', then that's a very different reason than 
a climatic reason, a crop failure because of the weather that particular summer. 

 
 If this is a problem and an ongoing problem, as we seem to have heard today that it is, 

then if they need to import this year, then they're going to need to import again next year 
and every other year until they either resolve the problem with the company or start to 
process elsewhere or whatever, so I think those last two are related. 

 
Mr KELLEHER - They shouldn't be, but they are for the reasons that you say.  If the third 

reason was sorted out and there would be a good relationship, probably the second one 
wouldn't have created so much angst.  But I simply say even though that is the case, we 
shouldn't let the tail wag the dog.  If it's important - as one of the jigsaw pieces - for us 
in getting to the end of our strategic process in one piece and producing the outcome we 
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want, which we would hope would in fact be in place before the question even arises 
next time, then we will have a framework in place that will deal with it.  That's what 
we're trying to do, we're just trying to put a band-aid on it until we've got the full 
arrangement in place. 

 
 Either the full arrangement will be in place, in which case it won't be an issue, or the 

whole thing will fall over and it's not happening, in which case there won't be any import 
and the industry will go its own path.  That's probably the broad picture but Kim might 
be able to comment on the specific reasons that TPI has sought this. 

 
Mr EVANS - Yes.  There are a number of factors that the government considered in looking 

at their application.  They include the fact that over the last two years they have had 
unfavourable cropping weather, they have had floods. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - The other two companies don't say that.  They said they've had fantastic 

cropping weather. 
 
Mr EVANS - Yes.  In the two years leading up to their application we can hardly deny that 

we had fairly significant floods over a large part the growing area.  And being a 
relatively new company, they hadn't been able to accumulate the raw material reserves 
to buffer against shortfalls during those periods.  It is the smallest and newest processor 
and it is hoped that it can secure local supplies in 2013 sufficient to fulfil its contracts 
with alkaloid buyers. 

 
 We saw a one-off approval to vary its licence for 2013 as being important to help with 

that buffer, and to continue to help TPI continue with its capital-raising activities, to 
fund its longer-term capital value-adding plans, which involve the manufacture of 
generic tablets in Tasmania, and to secure additional technical and professional jobs at 
its processing facility.  We see generally it's important that we have the third processor, 
and that we want to do everything that we can to maintain the viability of the third 
player in terms of competition.  That's a factor that the government thought about in 
considering TPI's financial background and its problems with meeting contracts, the 
need to give TPI some support.   

 
 I know the government thought about the security risks associated with the import from a 

policing perspective, and those were manageable.  We are aware that variations to 
licences have been previously granted and they have been managed okay as well, and 
that the sale of raw poppy material across borders in European countries happens fairly 
routinely, and if done properly the International Narcotics Control Board, which 
regulates production and movement, is unlikely to be concerned, so again we thought 
that was manageable. 

 
 But we did put strict conditions on the importation, and conditions around being able to 

manage the import risks from a biosecurity perspective, being able to ensure that we can 
avoid any risk of GM contamination, and importantly, that both the Australian 
Government and Tasmanian government regulators worked through the licence 
application and were able to approve the licences. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - At the beginning of that little speech you said you hoped that this company 

would be able to come to some agreement.  We've had nobody here today from the 
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growers' end saying that anything but how the company is very difficult to work with 
and they will never grow for them again.  Hope is all very well, but you have to have 
some evidence for hope, or some factual background.  Do you have any evidence at all, 
or are you putting any conditions at all on this import - you probably can't in terms of the 
importation - that says that this company will in actual fact - whatever it has to do to 
resolve its problems?  We've had growers here today saying nothing but that they've had 
really bad dealings with them increasingly over the last four or five years. 

 
Mr EVANS - They are really, at the end of the day, commercial arrangements between the 

company and its suppliers.  What the government is doing is saying: we want this 
business to be viable and operational in Tasmania.  That's important for the industry's 
future and its growth and in order to do that, if we can manage the risks of a one-off 
importation - if the company can't manage relationships with its suppliers, then there is 
not a whole lot we can do about it. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - Exactly.  I suppose that's what I'm saying.  Are we actually doing - what 

we're doing here is - 
 
Mr EVANS - But nor should we just say because there are these tensions in the relationships 

out there that we're going to walk away from trying to find a way forward for this 
company. 

 
Mr KELLEHER - We've basically created a situation where they will be able to continue 

with the activities that Kim has outlined, including the very important capital-raising to 
enable the investment to go here.  But as a once-off, they're basically on clear notice that 
they will need to deal with the situation in a normal way in future years.  That's the 
incentive they've got.  If they can't do that, and if the relationships are bad, well, they 
either have to fix them or they have to offer more money so that despite the bad 
relationship people will be there, and it will just all work out commercially - as long as 
the clear statement has been made this is a once-off, leaving aside the broader purpose 
that we've got anyway, which would create some flexibility, but still only capped, and 
across all three processors. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - I suppose that's what I'm saying, that we're not interfering in a sense, in just 

the normal economic process because if they can't get their suppliers to supply, then 
maybe the company just - 

 
Mr KELLEHER - That's not the proposition being put though, it's a one-off for allowing the 

process we've got going on to come to a landing. 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - And can I ask about the biosecurity, because again we've had farmers 

sitting here saying that you can't import poppy straw without some weed being in it 
because they can't produce, they can't take it to the factory without there being some 
weeds and whatever.  So how will we address that? 

 
Mr KLUMPP - We have a very rigorous process for gathering the evidence and making that 

sort of analysis.  Our import risk-analysis framework is quite a detailed process.  That 
mirrors the DAF framework as well, so it's a two-way process there, the DAF 
biosecurity import risk analysis and those things are actually considered in that process.   
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 All of the steps along that chain, from the point of growing all the way through to 
delivery to the processing plant, are analysed in detail and each of those steps needs to be 
considered in terms of the risk analysis.  That will happen in the commonwealth risk 
analysis process and then a second layer here at the state level will go through that same 
process to look at any regional risk that is on top of that import risk into Australia.  It's 
difficult for us to give any sort of comment about what that risk is at the moment because 
we haven't even got an application in front of us. 

 
 The other thing that we do, after having done all of that risk analysis and fully 

understanding the risks at all of those points along the pathway, is to identify if there are 
any management processes we can apply to minimise and manage that risk.  Sometimes 
the answer is no, you can't and we can't issue a permit, but sometimes there is a risk that 
can be managed through processes like fumigation or heat treatment at various stages in 
the process.  It's quite a rigorous process in order for us to be confident that biosecurity 
risk is managed. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - Are you confident that you wouldn't agree to this import if you weren't sure 

that it will not affect our industry? 
 
Mr KLUMPP - That's our job. 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - Because we can't afford to put this industry at risk if there is a biosecurity 

risk. 
 
Mr KLUMPP - That's our job: to be confident that that risk is managed and we won't issue a 

permit unless we are confident that risk is managed. 
 
Mr EVANS - I have to say that's our history.  The Tasmanian government made its decision 

with regard to the importation of live salmon into the state because we could not be 
confident that we could manage the risks.  We have held similar views with regard to fire 
blight and products that are not fruit fly-free. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - If you were not confident of that then you would be happy to say no, we 

will not allow this importation, even a one-off - 
 
Mr KLUMPP - We won't issue a permit. 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - And therefore the company, which you are trying to give a bandaid to for 

one year, might just go under. 
 
Mr KLUMPP - Having said that - 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - I don't think they will but this a risk and that's why I am asking that 

question. 
 
Mr KLUMPP - You can mount the management processes up until you reach a point where 

you can be confident if you'd examine every individual straw - I'm going to the extreme 
of ridiculous here - 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - You couldn't afford to do that. 
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Mr KLUMPP - But you couldn't afford to do that so at some point I am sure that they could 

make us confident there wasn't a risk, but whether it's practically possible is in question. 
 
Mr EVANS - We need a lot more information about what they are intending to do and then 

we need to undertake a rigorous import risk assessment.  The same with the 
commonwealth; they will make a decision and then we will have to make a decision with 
respect to importation into the state. 

 
CHAIR - Once again, Kim, that time frame is flexible at this stage. 
 
Mr EVANS - We don't yet have an application.  Once we get the application it will depend 

on how comprehensive that application is in terms of the information that they have 
provided, but we will then need to go through an expert assessment.  We may need to 
consult so it won't be something that is turned over or turned around in a couple of days.  
It will go through quite a rigorous assessment. 

 
Mr KLUMPP - And that would be following that import assessment as well, and that takes 

time as well. 
 
CHAIR - I will just go back to one statement Kim made before.  Are you saying that TPI's 

capital-raising activities are contingent upon this one-off importation?  I think they were 
the words you used in some sort of context there. 

 
Mr EVANS - I'm not saying it's a contingent but the government has been made aware that 

would assist them to continue their capital raising.  I'm not privy to the absolute detail of 
their financial position with respect to whether they could or could not continue to raise 
capital. 

 
CHAIR - Thank you.  A question to Mark with Economic Development: anecdotally TPI 

have been talking to the Department of Economic Development over some time I think 
and that has been mentioned in a couple of submissions we have had, which is your job 
of course.  With regard to value-adding, which is a laudable aim and the talk about 
producing generic tablets, and I think that was mentioned in the whole-of-government 
submission, could I put it to you that we had some evidence this morning from 
somebody who is very learned in the trade, that it is a very highly problematic scenario, 
to get to that point. 

 
Mr KELLEHER - Problematic in what way? 
 
CHAIR - In terms of huge amounts of capital, people, everything else.  For a small company 

to be able to do it, you've got the GSKs and the Tasmanian Alkaloids, and the 
Johnson&Johnsons of this world who have, could I say, huge amounts of resource, 
capital and everything else, and who are able to compete on an international market, 
whereas for a small Tasmanian company to come in, could I say on a very steep learning 
curve, to do that would be very highly problematic. 

 
Mr KELLEHER - Well, I'm unable to really comment on any specifics like that.  I guess our 

activity in this has been more, at this stage, in the aggregate of creating the right 
environment to support investment in the industry - that's really what it has been.  We 
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haven't had discussions with any of the individual companies about their specific 
business cases or business plans at the moment.  It has really been about creating the 
environment for private investment decisions to be taken.  That is really probably all I 
could say on it.  Should things proceed and investment needs some further facilitation, 
then that would be the stage where those sorts of discussions would go on and that is 
probably all I can really say about that. 

 
CHAIR - Yes.  I just made the point, not because I wouldn't like to see it happen, but because 

it's something that may be a rather difficult thing. 
 
Mr MULDER - I picked up on your point that you see your role as enabling Tasmania to 

take advantage of a number of its particular things, and your role isn't to fiddle with the 
market, or it's to enable us to take advantage of these things.  And of course that's an 
important point, I would suggest, in the difference between getting in there and playing 
our game as big, tough people who can mix it with the best, which I think we've heard 
this morning, that we can.  But also you've got a role there.  The opposite thing is to try 
to protect the industry by reducing competition in terms of supplier. 

 
 Just in the context of where I'm going with this, it also seems to me that biosecurity will 

be a major hurdle to get over, both in the anticipated time frames, as the Chairman keeps 
pointing out to us, but also in terms of the difficulty with importing a material in that 
form.  But let's for a moment, for the sake of this argument, assume that the biosecurity 
hurdle has been climbed over.  What you're saying to us is that you're allowing a 
once-off importation to enable the future growth of the industry. 

 
 My concern is that if you've said that your job is to enable, wouldn't you - if they come 

back and say next year that we still find it commercially viable to do another import this 
year, rather than to grow it - now be in the business of protectionism, rather than 
enabling the strategic vision?  You can't have your cake and eat it.  You're either there 
enabling, or you've locked yourself into a policy of protectionism, and it just seems to 
me that you don't really have an argument for when they come back next year and say 
'We want to import again'. 

 
Mr KELLEHER - Well, I think it's about enabling, which includes the facilitation of, 

particularly the collaboration between, the processing and the growing.  This is a 
common feature of many of our agricultural and aquacultural industries.  It's a key 
theme that Jonathan West, for example, talks about in the innovation strategy as an 
essential issue particularly for a small-scale place like Tasmania.  To have the processors 
and growers in tune is very important.  That's the enabling piece that we are focusing on 
at the moment, and we certainly wouldn't - I agree entirely that 'fortress Tasmania' is not 
going to work.  This is about a very short-term, one-off tool, if you like, that can be used 
as a once-off to enable the main game to be brought into play over the coming year. 

 
Mr MULDER - That is my point, if you make a one-off to enable them to continue, what 

logical legs do you have to stand on since the biosecurity [risk assessment] has already 
been overcome to say no next year?  I see some nodding around the table.  From my own 
perspective, I do think that we are capable of mixing it with the best and if we are 
capable of mixing it with the best then surely, if this company wants to keep importing 
and it ends up going broke as a result of that, that is its failure to access the best supply.   
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 I don't see what leg you have to stand on to say you can't continue down the path of your 
own destruction when you are going to allow other companies to import in order to 
maintain their long-term viability.  This question about the one-off bit is just a little 
confusing to me because what possible basis could there be for saying yes this year but 
no next year unless you engage in protection? 

 
Mr KELLEHER - I think the objective is more around facilitating a collaborative approach 

between the growers and the processors for growing the industry together.  That's really 
our agenda and the by-product of that is this agreement where the processors will 
themselves commit to a cap as opposed to there being a government restriction.  This is 
about growers and processors coming to an agreement. 

 
Mr MULDER - My next question is: when next year they come back to you and say they 

need to import again because they haven't sorted out their relationship, or whatever it is, 
what ground would you have for objecting to it other than protectionism? 

 
Mr KELLEHER - We would be aiming to have the industry agreement in place at that 

point. 
 
Mr EVANS - There is no simple answer to that question unfortunately. 
 
Mr MULDER - No, there isn't but you have to work out what we are herewith doing.  Are 

we enabling and facilitating, in which case we have to allow the importation provided we 
get over the security risk - this is the point I am trying to get to - or are we in the business 
of protectionism, in which case we don't allow anyone to import and we try to protect the 
industry and probably watch it go down the gurgler? 

 
Mr EVANS - What we have seen over the course of the last eight to 10 months since we 

started this process with the industry, is a shift where the growers were strongly opposed 
to any importation from day one and they have grown to accept, I think, that some 
importation can actually help secure investment in Tasmania, which in turn will secure 
their long-term futures, particularly if the processors are prepared to contract with 
growers on a more certain, longer-term basis for a certain part of the production. 

 
Mr MULDER - And the natural consequence of that is that there will be importations in the 

future or else we won't get the investment that the industry needs to grow.  On the basis 
of that I am simply saying: why are we now going to single this company out to say 'You 
can't import' next year, if they apply? 

 
Mr EVANS - We are not saying that.  What Mark has said consistently is that this 

2 000-tonne straw import from Turkey is a one-off and any future imports would be 
within the agreed framework between the growers and the processors with regard to 
trading off importation for contractual security for the Tasmanian growers.  But it would 
be within that framework; it won't be dealt with outside of that framework, it would 
definitely be a one-off in that sense.  The government has said that from day one and we 
don't have any cause to suggest that is not the basis upon which we will move forward. 

 
Mr MULDER - The other companies have said they are moving towards a thing whereby 

they will have to import; particularly the Westbury plant wants to import from other 
things[?] to create a security of supply. 
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Mr KELLEHER - To underpin the new investment. 
 
Mr MULDER - Why would they be allowed to do it and not this other lot? 
 
Mr KELLEHER - I guess that's not the question in front of us at the moment.  We are 

aiming to have the framework agreed, which means that the rest of it becomes moot.  
There is a framework in place that maximises the outcome for growers, processors and 
Tasmania overall. 

 
Mr MULDER - I think we can only leave it there because we've already made one 

assumption relating to biosecurity, and if we start speculating on two assumptions, we 
start to get into trouble.  But don't be surprised if you find yourself before the committee 
in another year's time and being asked the same questions. 

 
Mr WILKINSON - It's going to be that long, is it? 
 
Mr MULDER - We will revise a new one if we find that we're hearing the same issues, 

despite these assurances. 
 
Mr KELLEHER - It's an invitation I hope I don't receive. 
 
Mr WILKINSON - Mark, if I can address it to you - with the planning in relation to the 

industry - but I know again it's pie in the sky to some degree - have you looked to see 
how the industry - and obviously you have - can improve, can grow?  And that being the 
case, what are your conservative figures in relation to employment?  Have you got any 
at all? 

 
Mr KELLEHER - The first part of your question, certainly there have been some very good 

discussions going on as part the broader strategy work between the growers and 
processors.  Whilst this particular import issue has been one of disagreement, that item is 
usually left as the last one for the agenda each meeting, and the first part of the meeting 
is on a whole range of other things which are very much shared objectives - growing the 
productivity, new product development, appropriate sharing of information, land access, 
logistics, all those things.  There have been some very helpful, productive conversations 
about all that, about growing the yield.  It's not just about growing the volume, it's 
growing the yield. 

 
 That's progressing very well, and whilst there has been a bit of a focus on this issue we 

have here in front of us today, it's been very pleasing to see a rich picture emerging in 
terms of what this industry strategy would look like.   

 
 In terms of overall numbers, no, I haven't done any quantification yet, but with 1200 

employees on the current level, if it doubles - you wouldn't expect the numbers to totally 
double - but it would still be in the hundreds, and I think probably towards the end of 
that.  I've been looking at some multiplier impacts of some of the growth scenarios in the 
Jonathan West innovation work, and numbers around 70 per cent of that, so you might 
see it grow to another 800 jobs, something like that - don't hold me to that specific 
number but that's the sort of order, it's a very significant number. 
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Mr WILKINSON - Okay. 
 
CHAIR - Thanks.  Adriana. 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - Thank you.  Just a few sideways questions that you can answer.  Kim, first 

of all, can I say that I don't think we're trying to give a bleak review of what has 
happened today, because I've been certainly very heartened by some of the people - a 
number of the companies saying that Tasmania is the best place in the world to grow 
poppies.  That's fantastic, so you take that into account, it's really great.  And I think 
Tasmanian Alkaloids told us today that they are actually already investing another 
$20 million, so that is happening.  Again, it's fantastic. 

 
 But just a couple of things.  One is the wastewater issue that we've been told about today, 

and you were here, I think, when one of the growers brought a bottle of water in that's 
coming out of the plant.  Who looks after that?  I know it's EPA stuff, but are you 
addressing that?  Is anybody addressing that? 

 
Mr EVANS - I heard that comment, and I didn't see the bottle of water until late. 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - Very yucky. 
 
Mr EVANS - Because I raced out to ring the director of the EPA to find out that this wasn't 

this one - was it?  No, and these really are matters for the director of the EPA rather than 
myself, so I can only just pass on to you the comments that he made to me, and those are 
that yes, there have been a number of concerns raised with the EPA and every credible 
complaint has been investigated.  

 
 Sometimes with Northern Midlands Council, as part of that investigation, there were a 

number of minor instances where infringement notices had been issued over recent times 
but there has been no evidence of what the director would term 'environmental harm' 
resulting from any of those investigations.  Beyond that I will have to go off script 
because I don't have anything further to say. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - You might like to take this on notice for the sake of the environment, I 

suppose or whatever, or the company or whoever, that certainly one of the growers who 
told us said, for instance, that it's a Friday afternoon at the end of the week when they 
release this water and there is nobody on deck from the EPA, council or whatever until 
probably Monday or Tuesday.  Also, it was claimed that they have an agreement that 
says they will not release any wastewater into the creek.  I don't know whether that's true 
or not, but if that's true then, regardless of what the quality of the stuff is that they are 
releasing, wouldn't they be breaking the agreement at least? 

 
Mr EVANS - If it's true. 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - If it's true, that's what I'm saying; I am taking this on. 
 
Mr EVANS - Probably that would be the case but, really, all I can do today is take that on 

board and go back because I just don't have enough detail.  I am sure if Alex Schaap[] 
was sitting here he would give you a lot more. 
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Mrs TAYLOR - No, I understand that but I would really like that followed up if that's 
possible because that is a matter of concern. 

 
 Do you know whether there are any guidelines or regulations as to how sampling needs 

to be done?  One of the things that we've heard a number of times today is that the other 
two companies do take representative samples from every load, properly representative 
samples to test the alkaloid content, and that this company, in somebody's opinion, 
doesn't do that, and that there are two samples taken by the other companies, one of 
which they test and then one of which is held in reserve in case there is a question about 
it.  It was indicated to us, it was alleged that doesn't happen with TPI.  Would there not 
be guidelines that say this is what you have to do in sampling?  No? 

 
Mr EVANS - We would have to take that on notice.  That may even be a question for the 

PACB. 
 
CHAIR - Yes, I think so. 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - Okay, thank you, I just wanted to raise that. 
 
 The other thing that we were told today is that - and it often happens; it has happened 

with other committees as well - part of the problem is that people don't know.  TFGA 
said to us today, for instance, that they might not have had such concerns about this if 
there had been stakeholder consultation or if they had been given reasons for why this 
importation needed to happen or any of that sort of stuff.  You can't do anything about 
that but before approval is given, will there be any such information to or consultation 
with the rest of the industry, because it is a matter of concern for the other farmers - they 
need to be sure, don't they? 

 
Mr EVANS - With regard to the import risk it is biosecurity. 
 
Mr KLUMPP - Biosecurity, I would expect that it's built into our process. 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - That? 
 
Mr KLUMPP - We consult with industry - it's built into the import risk analysis process.  In 

fact, we have used industry-based working groups to help us with the collection of 
evidence and science to do that import risk analysis. 

 
Mrs TAYLOR - So that will happen again? 
 
Mr KLUMPP - Absolutely. 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - Okay, that is good because we often get concerns from people, not because 

they object because they know, but because they don't know and so they don't know 
whether there is a risk or not until they ask the questions. 

 
 You said, Kim, that you thought this is a collaborative approach the industry is looking at 

with the growers.  We certainly had one company, one of the other companies, today 
saying to us that they would not be interested - I think somebody asked, would they be 
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interested in or would the other company perhaps help them with growing or finding 
growers and supplying to TPI and the other company said no. 

 
Mr EVANS - And that may well be the case.  What I was referring to as a collaborative 

approach was the work that Economic Development are leading into bringing the parties 
together to try to get an industry plan, an industry framework, an agreed approach to how 
we are going to grow and secure the future of the poppy industry.  

 
Mr KELLEHER - There is still a very healthy amount of competition on those commercial 

matters. 
 
Mr EVANS - Mark and I have quite a fine line, I think. 
 
Mr MULDER - Just an over-arching question, which comes back to it, is: in this particular 

case, apart from biosecurity which has got its own processes which you've quite clearly 
pointed out to us, apart from the law enforcement issues which relate to the diversion of 
narcotics into the illicit market, and you say you've covered that, for an industry which 
you've identified as having a sustainable competitive advantage - I think that's one of the 
marketing buzz words, I don't know whether it's gone out of fashion or not - but it 
seemed a good one to me, because here is something that is sustainable, it's competitive, 
it's an advantage and Tasmania has got it.  Why then do we need a licensing system at 
all, if we're the best operators in the world? 

 
Mr EVANS - Well, that's a good question.  One of the issues that has been raised by all parts 

of the industry - processors and growers - as part of the discussions that Mark and I have 
been having with them is about the regulatory framework that the industry operates 
within.  It has served us very, very well, I have to say, but it was designed in the early 
1970's and it is quite a costly system, and they are saying that to remain competitive 
internationally and moving forward, they need to look at their costs at every point and 
question whether this set of regulatory arrangements does serve them as best it could for 
the future.  And it is, in some respects, a little confusing for some of them.   

 
 And so we - Economic Development, my agency, and the Department of Justice - have 

agreed to fund an independent review of the regulatory framework, and we have 
employed a consultant, John Ramsay, who is out and about at the moment consulting 
with industry, taking submissions about what might the best and most contemporary 
regulatory framework look like for the future of this industry without compromising any 
of the international, national -  

 
Mr MULDER - It seems to me, if you have your industry people lined up and negotiated and 

you've got a shared strategic plan and vision, that perhaps it's a time for government to 
step out of the road. 

 
Mr KELLEHER - It's probably more Kim's thing than mine, but given the very significant 

international regulatory arrangements that overlay all this international trade in this 
product, one of Tasmania's advantages is to have a very credible regulatory regime that 
provides confidence for it being able to provide elsewhere in the world, and we need that 
to still be there and to really help underpin the industry's competitive advantage, but do 
it in the most efficient way, lowest-cost way, and that's really the framework is for this 
review. 
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Mr MULDER - I should know better than to ask a regulator whether we need regulation, 

shouldn't I?  Thank you. 
 
Mrs TAYLOR - It would seem that the review would be sensible because the industry has 

changed over that time.  Instead of growing morphine, we're now growing thebaine, so 
that's much less risk. 

 
Mr KELLEHER - That will inform the government as to what changes it should make to the 

overall - 
 
Mr MULDER - I'm just wondering about the wisdom of appointing a regulator, a former 

bureaucrat, to oversight the need for regulation, but that's an issue for another day. 
 
CHAIR - Okay, if there are no more questions - thank you very much, gentlemen, for your 

evidence today, we do appreciate it, and we will now draw this session to a close, and 
thank you to all those people in the back of the room who were participants today.   

 
 
THE WITNESSES WITHDREW. 
 


